Case Study

DATAFORT

Fitton Associates
DATAFORT assists Fitton Associates
to manage their data security issues

ISSUES:
Fitton Associates is a firm of chartered building surveyors and project managers. The nature of their business demands regular handling of important documents such as legal contracts, building specifications, architectural drawings
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at least six years after the completion of a project, and in some cases as much
as 12 years. The company has 2 security goals.

IMPROVE RECOVERY SPEED FROM SERVER FAILURE
Fitton handles any number of projects at one time, frequently with overlapping
deadlines. This places high demands on staff and a loss of access to business
information systems would immediately impact ongoing work. This could cause
customer dissatisfaction and was therefore deemed a risk to the business.
Analysis of the company’s existing tape rotation strategy revealed that it was
fraught with complexity and multiple points of failure. Further, after the time
taken to retrieve the correct set of tapes from the storage site, recovery of a
failed server could take as much as 48 hours.

IMPLEMENT POLICY OF SECURE READ-ONLY DATA ARCHIVES
While the company maintained tape copies of old project information off
premises for the required six to twelve years, it was unknown if the oldest tapes
were still a viable resource for recovery.
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SOLUTION:
Fitton had been working for a number of
years with DATAFORT, who provided a secondary form of offsite data backup for the
company’s most critical information. When
offered the Critical Care service it was recognized as a more appropriate solution for
the company’s needs. The decision was
made to bring the service online.
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RESULTS:
Lost or mistakenly erased data can now be
restored in minutes. Quick recovery from
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